European championship KWU
for Children and Youth
Date:

Saturday, 18.03.2017

Place:

Barnim Gymnasium
Ahrensfelder Chaussee 41,
13057 Berlin, Deutschland

Organizer:

KWU Germany and Karate school „Dankezu" - Berlin

Principal Judge:

Shihan Ramil Gabbasov (Russia)
Sensei Alexey Demanov (Germany)
Secretary - Sensei Prolet Vasileva (Bulgaria)

Guest of honour: Hanshi Steve Arneil, Shihans: Andre Drewniak, David Pickthal, Ivo Kamenov,
Loek Hollander, Antonio Pinero, Secretary of KWU Sergey Suvorov.
Participation:

Eligible are children and juniors from 8 to 17 years.
The competitions will be kept by the rules of KWU, which are posted on the official
web-site: www.kwunion.com
1-4 people from a country in each weight category (number of people - 1 fighter from
1 federation: KAN, IFK, KWF, WKO);
All participants must submit:
 a medical health certificate, which is not older than 3 months
 insurance license or insurance card
 Children card, Pass and Budopass
 Declaration of consent from parent

Start fee: 50 € for fighters. (the starting contribution includes transfers from the airports in hotels and back,
transfers to the hall of competitions and back, a gift package to the participant, a lunch package in day of a
tournament, accommodation of panels of judges in days of superiority, an excursion or entertainment
program on Sunday 19.03.17)

Entrance:

free

№

Age category (discipline)

Weight category

2

boys (8 -9 full years, kumite)

30, 35, 40, 40+

3

girls (8 -9 full years, kumite)

30, 35, 35+

4

boys (10 -11 full years, kumite)

35, 40, 45, 50+

5

girls (10 -11 full years, kumite)

35, 40, 40+

6

boys (12 -13 full years, kumite)

40, 45, 50, 55, 55+

7

girls (12 -13 full years, kumite)

40, 45, 50, 50+

8

boys (14-15 full years, kumite)

45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 65+

9

girls (14-15 full years, kumite)

45, 50, 55, 60, 60+

10

boys (16-17 full years, kumite)

60, 65, 70, 75, 75+

11

girls (16-17 full years, kumite)

50, 55, 60, 65, 65+

Protection:
Each fighter, allowed to participate in competitions, must have:
white karategi and a belt, representing fighter's qualification;
individual groin shell: for boys- mandatory, for girls- voluntary;
protectors for shin and insteps - mandatory;
knee pads, elbow pads - voluntary;
hand guards - mandatory;
headgear- mandatory for all;
chest protector of a standard type - for girls;
gum shield (oral cavity protector), white color - voluntary.
If there are brackets on teeth, gum shield is mandatory.

All protection items must have a mark of KWU.
All participants will have possibility to purchase protection items before the credentials commission.
ATTENTION! All protection items must be individual; each fighter must have his own!

Schedule of fights:

Age category "boys/ girls" (8-9 years)
Preliminary fights, semi- and final fights::
1 minute + 1 minute + weighing (weight difference 2.5 kg and more) + 1 minute

Age category "boys/ girls" (10-11 years)
Preliminary fights, semi- and final fights::
1,5 minutes + 1 minute + weighing (weight difference 2.5 kg and more) + 1 minute

Age category "boys/ girls" (12-13 years)
Preliminary fights, semi- and final fights::

2 minutes + 1 minute + weighing (weight difference 2.5 kg and more) + 1 minute

Age category "boys/ girls" (14-15 years)
Preliminary fights:
2 minutes + 1 minute + weighing (weight difference 2.5 kg and more) + 1 minute
Semi-final and final fights:
2 minutes + 1 minute + 1 minute + weighing (weight difference 2.5 kg and more) + 1 minute

Age category "boys/girls" (16-17 years)
Preliminary fights:
2 minutes + 2 minutes + weighing (weight difference 3 kg and more) + 1 minute
Semi-final and final fights:
2 minutes + 2 minutes + 1 minute + weighing (weight difference 3 kg and more) + 1 minute

Accommodation conditions:
Organizers of competitions foot the bill on accommodation of the judges who underwent accreditation of
KWU and pay three nights (17-20.03.17) in sport-hostel "Pro-Social".
Expenses on accommodation and food of participants bear the arriving teams.
Hostel Pro-Social - Blumberger Damm 12-14
Hotel Comfort Lichtenberg - http://www.comfort-hotel-berlin.de/index.html

Schedule:

16-17.03.17
arrived Team.

17.03.17
10:00 - 18:00 - credentials committee
(the commission will be made in process of arrival of teams to hotels)
11:00 - 13:00 – the judicial seminar. (Hostel Pro-Social - Blumberger Damm 12/14)
16:00 - 18:00 – the judicial seminar. (Hostel Pro-Social - Blumberger Damm 12/14)
18:00 - 19:00 - the Press release. (Hostel Pro-Social - Blumberger Damm 12/14)
18.03.17
09:00 - Arrival in the sports hall of competitions, preparation.
09:30 – the Meeting of Trainers and a judiciary board.
10:00 - the Beginning of preliminary duels.
Tatami A - children and young men of 8-9 and 10-11 years.
Tatami B - young men and juniors of 12-13 and 14-15 years.
Podium - juniors of 16-17 years.
13:00 - a parade, discovery of championship of Europe
13:30 lunch breaks, demonstration performances
14:00 – continuation of preliminary duels.
17:00 – the Floor - and the final matches in all categories.

19:00 – Rewardings of winners, a photoshoot.
20:00 – Departure of buses to hotels

19.03.17
10:00 - 14:00 - Excursion and fact-finding actions for guests of our country.
Options of excursions (to submit applications for the chosen option not later 01.03.2017)
1. A sightseeing tour by bus in the main places of the capital
2. A pedestrian excursion with the guide in the most interesting places of Berlin
3. Visit of the Reichstag and Brandenburg gate
4. Visit of one of two zoos of Berlin
5. Shopping in one of the main shopping centers of Berlin (Alexa, KDW, EastGate)
6. Berlin entertaining basin
Request to each command to choose one of options.
19:00-23:00 - Sayonara- disco for all participants in one of the most modern clubs
"La Feste" of Berlin.
Prizes: First three places in each age and weight category are awarded with diplomas, medals and cups. As
special prizes are stipulated.

The application: Applications are accepted by mail or e-mail.
Last day of reception of applications - 04.02.2017

Liability:

Organizers assume no liability for any damages of any kind. The participation is at
your own risk.

Contact:

Alexey Demanov
e-mail: dankezu@gmx.de
+49 176 41 42 88 59
www.dankezu.de
Prolet Vasileva
E- Mail: prolet_vasileva@abv.bg
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European championship KWU
for Children and Youth
18.03.2017 Berlin, Germany
The application:
The country:
Team:
Coach:
Contact:

Name, Surname

Date of birth

Full years

weight (Kg.)

Kyu, Dan

Organisation,
Trainer

Judges:
Name

Surname

Experience

Kyu, Dan
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European championship KWU
for Children and Youth
18.03.2017 Berlin, Germany
_________________________________________
Institution, Club

Declaration of consent
Participant:

(First name)(Family Name)

I _________________________________________ was informed in advance about
(First name, name of parent or guardian)

And I am also aware that the host and the organizers are not liable for damages of any kind,
I hereby declare that I am fully aware of the possible risks of injury, which may be connected
with a competitive participation.
Participation at the European Kyokushin Karate Kids Tournament on 18.03.2017
is at the own risk. I shall therefore any subsequent claims at the expense of organizer.
It is my own responsibility as a parent to take care of adequate insurance protection for the
child.
The rules of the tournament are known for me and my child and I agree with them.
With my signature, I declare that I have taken note of the above text.

/______
/
Place

Date

____________
Signature of the parent or guardian
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The invitation for the visa:
№

Surname,
Name

Date of
births

international
passport

is given

date of issue

expiry date

Status:

for obtaining the Schengen visa by our invitation it is necessary:
1. A leaf with names of everything, coming to a tournament, with indication of
responsible for this team in English (as in the passport):
2. To reserve hotel in Berlin and to receive confirmation in writing. (in case of booking
of our hotel – to transfer money of 10% of all amount or to give the data VISA CARD
for payment confirmation)
3. Flight tickets, train etc.
4. The certified permissions from parents to evacuation of children the abroad.
5. To receive from organizers:
a) Invitation to all team.
b) Regulations on competitions – the original.
c) The statement from our "Verayn's Register".
d) A reservation of hotel with a seal – the original.
e) The statement from Spotramt – about the venue of the championship.
f) The passport copy of the president, vice-president and accountant of the inviting
organization – Alexey Demanov, Andrey Perminov and Irina Demanov.
free visas can be issued ONLY to participants, trainers and the doctor of one team. All
accompanying persons, most likely, will have to pay visas in embassies. Therefore it
is very important to specify in what quality there arrives this or that person.

